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A few years after the region west of the Mississippi had come into the possession of the United
States, ardent to foster American feeling among the inhabitants, he [Dodge] went up to the ruins
of Fort Chartres, to obtain a cannon for a celebration of the 4th of July at St. Genevieve. In the
previous century the Fort had been a stronghold of the "Illinois Country;" first, under the
possession of both sides of the Mississippi by the French, 1720-1765; afterwards of the east side
by the English, 1 765-1772.  It was now a crumbling ruin. He made up a party consisting of his
family, Lewis F. Linn, his half brother, Otto Schrader, one of the judges of the territory, and a
few others. They embarked upon a sunny morning in June, 1811, on a keel boat, manned by
negroes, who propelled it with poles and sweeps. The voyage was slow and laborious, against a
strong current, the distance about ten miles. On reaching the fort they picked out from the debris
a heavy cannon, of iron; having no levers or hoisting apparatus, night came on before they
succeeded in loading it on the boat, when they floated back to St. Genevieve, the full moon rising
brightly over the turbid river. The people of the village welcomed them home, and assisted in
unloading and mounting the cannon, and its thunders reverberated in honor of American
independence. The same cannon served for patriotic occasions for thirty years, until it burst on
the fourth of July, I840. 

A footnote on this page says:
On a gloomy spring night in 1772 the Mississippi made its last wild leap at the old fort, and
swept away the southern curtain and bastions. The troops vacated the place and built Fort Gage,
on the bluffs near Kaskaskia, which was headquarters during the remainder of the British
occupation. Fort Chartres was never reoccupied. Its walls formed a quarry for the people of the
neighborhood, who carried them off stone by stone. The magazine alone remains intact, and lifts
its bramble-covered arch amid the modern farm-yard into which the place has been converted.
Dunn's Indiana, pp. 76, 77. 
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